
 Personality
This morning as I hiked through our vineyards, barren and without leaves, I spent a moment with one 

particular old vine and marveled in each twisted branch, different kinds of moss, and even a nest a bird 

had built in weeks prior. In the process, I realized that much like you or I, over 123 years of growth, it has 

developed its own unique personality. Recently I have been asking myself about the personality of Davis 

Family Vineyards, and how it best manifests itself to you-be it in our emails, social media updates, your 

visits to the winery, and most importantly, the sensory experience you have each time you raise a glass to 

your lips. To me, there is nothing more quintessentially Sonoma than approachability. We are a community

of artisans constantly dedicating ourselves to our craft, and celebrating each other’s strides in providing 

such perspective-shifting experiences. The ability to use the earth in order to create a profound moment 

across so many different mediums is truly invaluable. From the way we foster our grapes through their 

growing season all the way to bottling day, or the way we have raised garden beds and a place to gather 

from what was formerly the empty lot of our tasting room. We are constantly striving to offer an 

experience that is both inspiring and reflective. There are so many fantastic voices reaching so many 

people, spreading this message in Sonoma, but this year we will be much more than a voice. We have 

begun to create experience-based tasting room options that will range from your standard tasting all the 

way to weekend farm stands, full service concierge services, workshops, seminars, and onsite food and 

wine experiences, all to bring our personality to you. These important and frequent events will offer an 

opportunity for collective craftsmanship while always remaining approachable. On top of the educational 

and enjoyable, we will also be rolling out a few vacation-worthy music events. As much as everyone loves 

to get geeky, we also love to raise a glass and come together for a truly awesome party. Musicians we’ve 

scheduled already are well-known and even Grammy nominated, sure to keep us dancing and celebrating 

into the night. As any of you who have visited us know, we are one of the largest tasting room properties in 

Healdsburg, and can easily bring a couple hundred of our closest friends together for an unforgettable 

event. So stay tuned, keep us in your plans and become inspired to come out and visit! There is no place 

quite like Sonoma County; whether you are overlooking the Pacific and listening to the waves crash, or 

tasting with one of our many eccentric winemakers, the one thing you can’t miss is our personality! 

 

From Our Vineyards and Our Hearts, 

Cooper Davis 



2015 Blanc de Noir
This is the debut tour for our Blanc de Noir, showcasing a truly international style of 

domestic sparkling wine! Grown in Green Valley, this vineyard struggles to ripen for still red 

wine, allowing us to leave it on the vine longer than most sparkling wine fruit. This allows us 

to get much more complexity without sacrificing perfect sugar and acidity. Made Methode 

Champenoise from Pinot Noir and tirage aged for 36 months! The first pick from 2015 was 

selected due to its impeccable flavor as a standalone piece, with succulent cranberry fruit 

notes gently coated with layers of aromatic cherry blossom and rose petal, coming to a close 

with a gently wafting fresh-from-the-oven brioche note. Only 125 cases produced, so this is a 

wine club exclusive! 

Vines planted in 1896, our Zinfandel gives testament to the greatness of Russian River Valley 

Old Vine Zin. As a varietal which often produces both overripe and underripe berries on the 

same cluster, extreme temperatures can easily exaggerate those characteristics. This is while 

the long and even growing season with fog influence are optimal for Zins to retain their 

refined personalities. Aged in large format oak barrels that are at least 2 years old, we never 

try to bury the delicate aromatics in this wine. Far from the high octane, jammy Zins ruling 

California. Soul Patch produces complexity and juicy ripeness in its fruit while keeping 

vibrant acidity, with silky texture.

2016 Zinfandel

2016 Throne
A blend of three artisan vineyards, this wine is composed of Grenache, Syrah, and Mourvedre, 

appropriately named Throne, it stands out for its magisterial savoriness, suppleness and 

sureness. We approach this delicious red blend through the lens of Pinot Noir producers, 

aiming for a highly aromatic nose with mouth watering red and black fruit. Aged in 2 year 

and older large format oak to allow for the fruit and floral characteristics to shine through 

without being muted by oak, this meticulous attention to detail and delicacy makes for an 

exceptionally refined red blend.


